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Double ”S” Curve
New invention …
• Improve & optimise (faster, easier …);

• Develop and popularise use cases

(what’s a smart phone for?);

• Rapid adoption (everyone gets one);

• Continue optimisation (slow, small);

New invention … repeat.

1.  Innovation: Incremental vs. Disruptive Change

New 
invention

Source: Ron Neumann, Innovation and the
S-Curve 2013, SlideShare.
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US Railway Example
• Railways were ”only” form of long 

distance transport 1850 – 1920;

• Road + Air competition 1920 – 1970;

• Railway business failure 1970s;

• Railways focuses on niche market: long 

distance freight transport, and leaves 

long distance passenger market.

Creative Destruction: Replacing old products and processes

US Railways 
1970s

Source: Ron Neumann, Innovation and the
S-Curve 2013, SlideShare.

Freight 
rail USA

Passenger 
rail USA
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What is railway’s product?
• Transport of goods and people 
à not providing railway service!

Who are railway’s competition?
• Other modes of transport (road, air).
In which markets can railways succeed?
• Long distance passenger market
• Long distance freight market
• Others …
What must railways do to succeed in these markets?
• Technical and social innovation to meet customer needs & increase efficiency.

Disruptive Innovation Process: Railway Example
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• Invent something totally new à Electricity

• Combine technologies in a new way à iPhone

• Create new needs (social, political) à facebook

• Optimise and improve existing technologies and processes

• More …

How do you innovate?
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Solutions on 
the horizon!

2. Railway Innovation Needs

Highway: Cars/Trucks
Positives:
• Fast 
• Direct
• Secure 
• Low cost
• Flexible timing

Trains
Positives:
• Moderately fast
• Energy efficient
• Electric = less GHG (source?)
• Excellent safety
• Reduce roadway congestion

Negatives: 
• Increase roadway congestion
• GHG - noise (future electric?)
• Safety (automatic driving?)
• Do cars pay full social costs?

Negatives: 
• Slow total trip time
• Higher cost (social costs?)
• Noise
• Schedule = Inflexible timing

Planes
Positives:

• Very fast
• Excellent safety record

Negatives: 
• GHG – noise
• Access and security time
• High cost (social costs?)
• Schedule = Inflexible timing 

Starting point for railway innovation:

relative weaknesses versus competition.

Transport Policy: Cars, Trucks, Trains or Planes?
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… to compete successfully with autos, trucks & planes in the future.

Starting point à Look at rail negatives and competitor positives:

• Speed – what do customers really want (trip time, schedule)?

• Costs – fairer policies for recognising and allocating external costs (GHG, social)?

• Railway technology – noise reduction, wheel mechanics, infrastructure, etc.

• Information technology – train control, customer interfaces, business systems, etc.

Railways Need Innovation!
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Example: Automated Trains

Source: Siemens (photo); Julie Morel, Alstom, Presentation at EC Digital Transport Days, November 2020 (data graphic).
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EU Railway Research Program

Shift2Rail
• Joint Undertaking = combination 

of company and EC funding;
• Highly focused on implementation 

of research results;

Source: European Union, Innovation in Action, Joint 
Undertakings for cutting-edge research in Europe, 2020.
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Shift2Rail: Objectives and Vision

Source: Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking, Fact Sheet 2018
https://shift2rail.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/S2R_Factsheet_DEF.pdf
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Shift2Rail: Innovation Capabilities

Source: Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking, Fact Sheet 2018
https://shift2rail.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/S2R_Factsheet_DEF.pdf
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3. Example: Traffic Management Systems
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4. Example: Tourism Post Covid-19
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5. Example: An Integrated Long Distance 
Transport System for Austria
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Combined Bus + Train + Plane network to reduce GHG emissions:
• Reduce short distance flights;
• Provide direct railway and bus service to hub airports;
• Eliminate some minor airports and expand others into hubs;
• Improve railway service on hub lines: high quality, frequent, fast;
• Use Swiss Bahn 2000 approach for infrastructure: as fast as needed;
• Provide integrated ticketing, check-in and baggage handling;
• Improve railway station quality considering needs of air passengers;
• Focus on high quality travel experience rather than cheap flights;

Emphasise Virtuous Cycle à increase railway demand = more + better service

Integrated Long Distance Transport System for Austria
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Cities, Airports and Travel Distances
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Example: Hub Airport Focused Network
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New Hub?

185 km radius 

… travel by rail

Airport 

“closed”
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Social – Political – Technical … aspects of integrated transport network:

• Economics: What are the actual and perceived economic benefits of airports?

• Economics: What is the future of low cost airline direct flights to minor airports?

• Customer Market: Can customers be attracted to higher quality service?

• Technology: Can service and operations be fully integrated across modes (e.g., IT)?

• Politics: Is there willingness to close minor airports?

• Politics: Will governments start taking climate change seriously (e.g., airline taxes)?

• Etc. Etc. Etc. …

Innovation = Willingness to take risks
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Summary

Innovation and railways

• Two types of innovation: incremental (small, continuous), disruptive (large, sudden);
• How do you innovate? … Compare strengths & weaknesses with your competition;
• Market niche strategy à specialise based on your strengths (US freight rail);
• Shift2Rail = European railway innovation joint undertaking à big opportunity!
• Innovation = change business processes to take FULL advantage of new technology;
• Innovation = take advantage of opportunities to introduce more/larger change;
• Innovation = consider new customer needs, needs they may not even recognise;
• Innovation = take risks … social – political – technical 
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